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When I took up the post of LRC Manager at Thorp in 

September 2011 the library programme (ALICE) was very 

old, outdated and just about unusable.  At my previous 

school I had used Eclipse (non-hosted) for a few years and 

I loved the system because of how easy it was to use and 

manage.  The images were appealing to our students and 

the reporting functions were very helpful when generating 

statistics and proving our worth as a department.

The first thing I did when starting at Thorp was to put a 

report together to bid for the funds for the hosted MLS 

system Eclipse.net. MLS were so helpful with this by sending 

me screen shots of the various functions and providing 

intricate set up details for our ICT team. We were at the time, 

amalgamating with another secondary school near to us 

and had a dual site for a year with 2 libraries to run.  The 

other library still used the Browns system of manual tickets 

and once I trained my librarian on Eclipse it took us only a 

year to catalogue our whole fiction stock.

We had only just started the Accelerated Reading scheme 

with our Year 7/8 students and were delighted that this was 

integrated into the Eclipse system as it saved us months of 

work having to look up AR quiz numbers and book levels 

separately.  We began soon after this to promote Eclipse.

net as a whole school resource for use in classrooms across 

all subjects.  We started adding images, pdf documents of 

poems and story tasters, websites which were relevant to 

our curriculum subject overviews and 6th form website 

resources for English Language and Literature. We also 

demonstrated the system to our 6th form 

students in our Extended Project Question 

presentation which we do every year and 

this was used a lot for website access by the 

students while they were completing their 

projects.
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The Eclipse system saved us months of work having to look up AR 

quiz numbers and book levels separately...
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One of our biggest promotions of this system was to our 

Primary schools through our transition meetings.  We 

provided log in details for each Primary so they could 

request and reserve topic boxes of our information books 

and website lists.  This saves the schools a lot of money as 

they don’t then have to buy books for their classrooms and 

our information books get circulated regularly.

We rely heavily on our statistics to promote wider reading 

within our school and we use our system to prove the use 

of the library daily.  Our students who are avid readers love 

creating book reviews and use Eclipse to do this from school 

and at home.  

It is still interesting for us to see new reviews come through 

especially if it is about a book we have recommended. It 

is equally thrilling for our students to see their comments 

live online.  The dashboard is a great tool for our Inspector 

and Leadership Team reports and we rely on this accurate 

information quite heavily.

I have been given demonstrations frequently of other library 

systems but I have not seen any other system which looks as 

professional or student friendly as Eclipse and I recommend 

this to other professionals because of  how concise and clear 

the layout is, and how manageable this is especially for our 

LRC Apprentices when they are managing the issue desk.
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Breakdown of time-saving & costings

Alice System (on site) invoice 2010 £1010 (system annual fee, student account links, licence fee) 

Eclipse.net (hosted) invoice 2011 £1,350 

While Eclipse was slightly more, the time saving benefits and the attractive interface for pupil 

engagement made buying this system worth the extra money.

ICT – hours saved estimate 10 hours per year (hosted system eliminates adding new students, 

moving students up to next year group, manual reports and repairs to system)

LRC staff – daily tasks hours saved estimate between 30 and 40 hours per year (statistics, overdue 

reports, Accelerated Reading information)

Annual tasks – hours saved estimate between 10 – 15 hours per year (Inspection reports, Library 

annual management reports information, overall borrowing and use of library outside school hours)

Teaching Staff & Departments – hours saved in classrooms between 2-3 hours per year 

(appropriate websites for curriculum lessons, requesting and reserving of resources for topic boxes)

Students – hours saved – 1-2 hours per year (full access to library stock from home, reserving books 

without visiting the library, appropriate websites for homework, checking text book information 

before borrowing)

As you can see, the time-saving benefits of the system are invaluable to us and with the new Reading 

Cloud template we are very much looking forward to extensively promoting Eclipse across our 

academy community and beyond as well as embedding this firmly into our teaching and learning 

practices.

Beth Khalil (LRC Manager) 
Thorp Academy
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